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Table 1: Types of seismic mounts (Lowry et al. 2007; Morton 2006; Podany 2015) 
Mount  Description and applications  Conservation considerations  
Monofilament 
ties  

Can be used to anchor objects to a support surface or 
contour mount. Tied around object at discrete 
locations  

Caution should be given to prevent 
monofilament abrading the surface of friable 
materials 

Wax Small dots of wax can be applied to the base of an 
object to secure it to a support surface. Multiple types 
of wax can be used. Testing by Morton (2006) showed 
that dental utility wax is stronger than 
microcrystalline Museum WaxTM, though the better 
adhesive qualities of Museum WaxTM meant it was 
more successful in securing small and light artefacts. 
Preparation critical to success, heating of wax and 
scoring of smooth surfaces improved the bond 
between the wax, object and support surface. 
 

Museum Wax can be removed mechanically 
using bamboo skewer or with aliphatic 
hydrocarbon solvents. Invisibility of wax means 
that it is a more aesthetically sensitive solution 
than other mounts. 
Microcrystalline wax is highly inert but may 
stain porous surfaces and residue may become 
lodged in crevices, acrylic resin can be locally 
applied to object to prevent this if appropriate. 
The load the object is subjected to when it is 
twisted and pulled during removal from display 
deck may damage the surface or structure of 
fragile objects.  

Clips Restrict movement by securing objects at contact 
points. Form-fit to contours of object. Used on lower 
edge of wall mounted artefacts or around the base of 
free-standing objects. All 4 corners of objects with 
rectangular bases should be fastened and 3 points on 
circular bases, spaced 120° apart. 

Do not provide any support and concentrate 
stresses on small contact points, stresses will 
increase as the height of the object cg rises, 
potentially resulting in fractures. Corners of 
clips should be rounded and the side of clip in 
contact with the object should be padded. 

Interfaces Form-fit insert made to distribute the load of objects 
that have uneven bases or most of their weight 
concentrated on small areas. Placed into the hollow 
base of an artefact. Usually made from epoxies, dense 
foam, or other high compression strength materials 
and cast directly from the object. Will prevent sliding 
and possibly overturning/rocking if deep enough. 

Interface should be secured to the support 
surface rather than the object. Care should be 
taken whilst casting from object. If surface of 
insert is rough it should be covered in smooth 
fabric to protect the object.  

Contour 
mounts 

Offers support (additional strength) and restricts 
movement by closely mirroring the profile of an 
object and providing a large contact area. Object 
profile can be measured using a contour gauge, 
profilometer, photogrammetry, or by cutting pieces of 
card to shape. Often constructed from brass, stainless 
steel, aluminium, or acrylic. May be secured to object 
using monofilament ties, an insert, or external 
armature. Base of mount should be secured firmly to 
wall, floor, shelf, display case etc.  

Needs to be robust enough to withstand 
earthquake forces whilst supporting object. 
Should not be adhered to artefact. Surfaces in 
contact with object should be padded. 
Horizontal arms or an insert may be needed to 
be integrated into mount design to prevent 
object rotation.  

Anchors (pins) Threaded anchors can be inserted and adhered into a 
hole in the object, which a mounting pin can then be 
screwed into to attach object to floor, wall or display 
deck. The anchor is usually adhered in place using a 
two-part epoxy. 
A L-bracket may also be used to anchor the sides of 
objects or contour mounts to the wall.  

This is highly invasive mount, as such other 
solutions are preferable. If new holes are 
drilled for the anchor it will require removal of 
original materials which is an ethical concern. 
Use of epoxy will not be fully reversible. Object 
materials surrounding the anchor must be 
strong enough to tolerate earthquake forces. 
Anchored objects have unique natural periods, 
which should be measured to determine if 
amplification due to resonance might occur 
during a seismic event 

Compression 
anchoring 
system  

Alternative to invasive anchors. The sides of the base 
of the object may be braced by custom form-fit clamp 
plates, which are built into the pedestal or display 
case. Useful for large, heavy objects.  

Large costs associated with highly engineered 
design, manufacture and installation of mount.  

Table 2: Base isolator systems for museum collections (Agbabian et al. 1988; Agbabian, 
Masri & Nigbor 1991; Hirx 2006; Lowry et al. 2007; Podany 2015)  
Base Isolator  Applications  Conservation considerations 



Friction base 
isolator  

Simplest form of isolator, low friction material 
such as Teflon®, Derlin® or Lennite® is 
attached to the base of an object or display 
case/plinth to reduce seismic forces by 
allowing it to slide. Only applied to object 
assembles that have a low centre of gravity 
and are unlikely to rock/overturn. As such, 
can be used in combination with weighted 
plinths/cases 

Maximum displacement of object assembly and 
isolator should be calculated so adequate spacing is 
allowed to prevent collisions. Dust, dirt and 
imperfections on the floor surface which abruptly 
increase friction could make overturning/rocking 
more probable than if the object did not have the 
isolator material attached. 

Horizontal base 
isolator  

Usually a multi-stage isolator which allows 
relative displacement between the multiple 
platforms on bearing. Often includes a spring 
or gravity based return mechanism. Utilises 
both viscous and friction damping. 
Appropriate for objects and display cases of a 
substantial size and weight. Object/display 
case rigidly fastened to top stage and isolator 
hidden under a cabinetry cover.  

More controlled displacements than low-friction 
materials. Effectiveness is governed by maximum 
allowable displacement, which is reflected in the size 
of the isolator cover. Excessively large covers may not 
be acceptable for aesthetic or safety reasons. One 
solution is to build the cover to conform to the 
dimensions of the isolator, with false sides, which can 
be pushed out when the isolator is in motion in a 
‘breakaway system’. Some systems may be 
engineered to prevent uplift from vertical seismic 
excitations but others may not. Isolator must be 
levelled or the displacement and return mechanisms 
will not function properly. 

Rotational 
base isolator  

Appropriate for objects which cannot sustain 
rigid clamping. Rotational, damped oscillator 
which allows objects to rotate without 
horizontal or vertical translation. The base of 
an artefact is compressed into an elastomeric 
pad which acts as a torsional spring during 
earthquake excitation, returning the object to 
its upright position 

Distributes forces across the whole base of an object, 
reducing localised stresses experienced by objects 
fixed in place.  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 3: Seismic mitigation strategies for objects in storage (3M™ 2007; Clark 2013; Lowry 
2007; Podany et al. 2009) 
Mount  Description and applications  Conservation considerations  
Fastening 
objects and 
furniture 

Storage furniture should be fastened to walls/floors to 
prevent rocking/overturning or sliding. Objects can 
also be secured to furniture to prevent their 
movement. 

Furniture should be stiff and strong to withstand 
earthquake forces. Objects should only be fastened 
to furniture if they are still accessible and sufficiently 
robust  



Restraints 
across 
storage 
shelves 

Webbing straps with clips, metal bars, bungee straps, 
blue builder’s strapping tape, netting, screen doors, or 
a lip along the edge of the shelf are some options to 
prevent objects falling from shelves during an 
earthquake.  

Important to consider the material types of 
collections or whether they are stored in boxes 
when choosing a system, for example a metal bar 
may be more appropriate to retain books than 
inherently fragile items such as ceramics. Ease of use 
and access must also be evaluated.  

Placement of 
objects  

Heavy objects should be placed on lower shelves, tall 
and slender items may be stored on their side to lower 
their cg if appropriate. Objects of similar size and 
materials should be housed together. 

Objects from the same collection may have entirely 
different sizes, masses and material characteristics, 
which are undesirable to house together for seismic 
mitigation purposes, may prove problematic when 
developing a categorised storage system.  

Internal 
boxes 

Padded boxes can provide support/cushioning and 
restrict movement during a seismic event. Several 
items may be stored in a box for space-saving 
purposes if adequate padding is placed in-between. 

Objects stored in boxes will not be visible on their 
shelves and as such may be more difficult to 
locate/access if appropriate cataloguing systems are 
not put in place. Boxes should fill most space on 
shelf so movement is prevented.  

Shelf linings  Foam shelf linings can prevent objects from sliding 
and colliding, as well as providing a padded surface 
under the object.  

May increase probability of objects overturning. 
Potential to harbour dust and dirt in crevices.  

Buffers Foam pads placed between artefacts, foam rods 
encircling objects, or individual hollows cut into foam 
blocks to house items. Shock absorbing material 
preventing collisions between objects and furniture. 

Foam must not abrade object surface; protective 
material can be used to cover foam. 

Closed 
S-hooks 

A carabiner-type latch on both ends of S-hook which 
prevents hooks becoming detached from the paintings 
racks or from the painting itself. 

Hooks are expensive in comparison to standard 
open S-hooks. Can be difficult to release, two people 
may be needed to remove painting. Long length of 
hooks allows greater latitude for paintings to swing 
out from racks, paintings may need to be secured at 
lower corners as well.  

Attachments 
for lower 
edge of 
paintings 

Cotton tape, Dacron®-filled Tyvek® corners, or 
polyethylene foam corners with cotton ties may be 
used to restrain lower edge of frames. A D ring can be 
attached to the lower edge of the stretcher of 
unframed paintings and secured to the rack using 
cable ties, cotton tape, or clips.  

 Corner restraints should not be used on unframed 
painting as they may abrade paint, D rings should be 
applied instead. Different techniques can be used 
for individual frames, depending on their fragility. 
Some methods more resource and time consuming, 
value/vulnerability/cost/benefit influence choice. 
 

Locks for 
sliding racks  

Locks can be fitted to the end or sides of individual 
sliding painting racks to fasten them to the floor and 
prevent movement during an earthquake. 
Commercially available locks may be retrofitted to 
existing systems.  

Locks should be positioned so they cannot come into 
contact with paintings. Locks which staff can operate 
using their foot may be advantageous for health and 
safety reasons.  

Locks for 
drawers 

Different types of commercially available locks, such 
as flip locks, may be retrofitted to the drawers of 
storage cabinets to prevent them sliding open during a 
seismic event. Temporary and cost-effective options 
can also be applied, wooden rods etc.  

Should not make accessing objects difficult.  

Fasteners for 
rolled 
artworks 

Poles holding rolled artworks can be secured so they 
will not dislodge from their racks, using pins, clamps, 
cotton ties, or cable ties.  

Fastener should not be able to come into contact 
with artwork.  

3M™ 
Bumpons™  

Attached to the underside of boxes to prevent 
movement. Made from elastomers, available in a 
variety of shapes and sizes. Provide padding, prevent 
sliding, and reduce vibrations. 

Testing is ongoing and effectiveness has not yet 
been proven.  

 


